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Abstract
It is argued that because of the lack of intrin-
sic length and time scales in the core part of the
jet flow, the radiated noise spectrum of a high-speed
jet should exhibit similarity. A careful analysis of
all the axisymmetric supersonic jet noise spectra in
the data-bank of the Jet Noise Laboratory of the
NASA Langley Research Center has been carried
out. Two similarity spectra, one for the noise from
the large turbulence structures/instability waves of
the jet flow, the other for the noise from the fine-
scale turbulence, are identified. The two similarity
spectra appear to be universal spectra for axisym-
metric jets. They fit all the measured data includ-
ing those from subsonic jets. Experimental evidence
are presented showing that regardless of whether a
jet is supersonic or subsonic the noise characteristics
and generation mechanisms are the same. There is
large turbulence structures/instability waves noise
from subsonic jets. This noise component can be
seen prominently inside the cone of silence of the
fine-scale turbulence noise near the jet axis. For
imperfectly expanded supersonic jets, a shock cell
structure is formed inside the jet plume. Measured
spectra are provided to demonstrate that the pres-
ence of a shock cell structure has little effect on the
radiated turbulent mixing noise. The shape of the
noise spectrum as well as the noise intensity remain
practically the same as those of a fully expanded
jet. However, for jets undergoing strong screeching,
there is broadband noise amplification for both tur-
bulent mixing noise components. It is discovered
through a pilot study of the noise spectrum of rec-
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tangular and elliptic supersonic jets that the turbu-
lent mixing noise of these jets is also made up of the
same two noise components found in axisymmetric
jets. The spectrum of each individual noise compo-
nent also fits the corresponding similarity spectrum
of axisymmetric jets.
Nomenclature
A = amplitude of the large turbulence structures/
instability waves noise
a_ - ambient sound speed
B = amplitude of the fine-scale turbulence noise
D = nozzle exit diameter
Dj = fully expanded diameter of a jet
f = frequency
fF = frequency at the peak of the fine-scale
turbulence noise spectrum
fL = frequency at the peak of the large turbulence
structures/instability waves noise spectrum
F = spectrum function of the large turbulence
structures/instability waves noise
G = spectrum function of the fine-scale turbulence noise
M_ = convective Mach number
Md = nozzle design Mach number
Mj = fully expanded jet Mach number
Pref = reference pressure for the decibel scale
r ----radial distance measured from the nozzle exit
S = sound power spectrum in dB per 1 Hz band
yD
St = --_-/, Strouhal number
Tr = reservoir temperature
Too = ambient temperature
Vj = fully expanded jet velocity
X = inlet angle
I. Introduction
It has been suggested by a number of
investigators 1-3 that turbulent mixing noise from
supersonic jets actually consists of two distinct com-
ponents. One component is produced by the large
turbulence structures/instability waves of t,he jet
flow. The mechanism by which this component of
noise is generated has been discussed in detail by
Tam and Burton 4. Basically, when the large turbu-
lence structures/instability waves propagate down-
stream at supersonic speed relative to the ambient
condition, Mach waves are generated; very much
analogous to the Mach waves generated by super-
sonic flow over a wavy wall. This form of noise radi-
ation has come to be known as Mach wave radiation.
The second component of turbulent mixing noise is
generated by the fine-scale turbulence of the jet. Al-
though it is clear that turbulence would lead to flow
unsteadiness and hence sound generation, yet the ex-
act process by which fine-scale turbulence produces
noise remains not well understood.
Figure 1 shows the measured noise directivities s
at selected Strouhal numbers of a Mach 2 perfectly
expanded jet. It was suggested by Tam and Chen t
that the dominant part of the radiated noise (for
figure 1, this corresponds to noise radiated in the
downstream direction in the sector with inlet an-
gle, X, larger than 125 deg) was generated by the
large turbulence structures/instability waves. They
developed a stochastic instability wave model to pre-
dict this noise component. Their predicted results
agreed well with the measured data. Seiner, Bhat
and Ponton 6 carried out independent comparisons
between instability wave calculations and experi-
mental measurements. They reported that many
prominent features of the dominant part of the radi-
ated jet noise were consistent with instability wave
predictions.
Tam and Chen 1 observed that for inlet angle,
X, less than ll0deg (see figure 1) the jet noise ra-
diation was almost uniform without a strongly pre-
ferred direction. They suggested that this low-level,
almost uniform background noise, was generated by
the fine-scale turbulence of the jet flow. In other
words, the fine-scale turbulence noise is dominant
over inlet angles smaller than 110 deg for the exper-
iment of figure 1. By implication in the intervening
angular directions 110 deg < X < 125 deg, both noise
components are of equal importance. However, thus
far, no experimental or theoretical results have been
offered to substantiate their suggestion concerning
the fine-scale turbulence noise.
The primary motivation of the present inves-
tigation is to offer irrefutable experimental evidence
that turbulent mixing noise from high-speed axisym-
metric jets, indeed, consists of two independent com-
ponents possessing directivity characteristics consis-
tent with the suggestion of Tam and Chen. As the
investigation proceeded, other equally important is-
sues, such as the effects of the presence of a shock
cell structure in the jet plume and the jet Mach num-
ber effects (including subsonic Mach number) on the
characteristics of the two noise components, were
also studied. Below is a list of the objectives of the
present study.
1. To provide concrete experimental evidence that
turbulent mixing noise from supersonic jets is
made up of two distinct components. Determi-
nation of the spectral and directivity character-
istics of the two noise components as well as
their relative importance is part of the research
objective.
2. To investigate the effects of the presence of a
shock cell structure in the jet plume on turbu-
lent mixing noise.
3. To find if there are distinct qualitative differ-
ences/similarities between the turbulent mixing
noise of supersonic and subsonic jets. Are their
noise generation mechanisms the same?
4. To examine whether there are spectral similar-
ities between turbulent mixing noise from non-
axisymmetric jets, specifically rectangular and
elliptic jets, and axisymmetric jets.
To accomplish the above objectives, a careful
study and analysis of all the axisymmetric jet noise
spectral data (1,900 spectra in all), as well as some
nonaxisymmetric jet noise spectra measured in the
Jet Noise Laboratory of the NASA Langley Research
Center was carried out. Details of the anechoic
chamber and microphone array used in the measure-
ments have been reported in Ref. [5] and will not
be repeated here. Four axisymmetric nozzles were
employed in the experiments. The dimensions and
characteristics of these nozzles are given in Table
1. As can be seen from this table, this investiga-
tion concentrates on turbulent mixing noise data in
the jet Mach number, Mj, range of 1.37 to 2.24 and
temperature ratio ( _T_.) range from 1.0 to 4.9.
All the noise spectra used in the present study
are narrow-band data in 122 Hz band. They are
scaled to a distance of 100Dj where Dj is the fully
expanded jet diameter 3. D 1 may be calculated by
theformula
Dj=D
4(_- t)
We are aware that, in addition to the NASA Lan-
gley data, high-quality turbulent mixing noise from
nearly perfectly expanded supersonic jets are also
available in the published works of Yu 7, Yu and
Dosanjh s, Norum and Seiner 9 and Tanna 1°. The
measurements of Tanna include high-temperature
jets as well as cold jets. However, all these early
data were measured in one-third octave band. They
are well-suited for engineering applications. For our
study, data with good frequency resolution are nec-
essary and critical to its success. For this reason,
the data of Ref. [7] to [10] were not used in the data
analysis of this investigation.
2. Similarity Spectra
In the mixing layer of a turbulent jet there is
no inherent geometrical length scale. Also, it is
well-known that at high Reynolds number, viscosity
is not a relevant parameter of turbulent jet flows.
Based on these observations, it is easy to see that
there is no intrinsic length and time scales in the
core region of the jet flows. As a result, the mean
flow as well as all the turbulence statistics of the
flow must exhibit self-similarity. Over the years,
that the mean flow of a high-speed turbulent jet
possesses a similarity profile has been well-verified
experimentally 11-14. Extensive computations by
Tam and Chen 1 in their stochastic instability wave
model work have indicated that the dominant part of
Mach wave radiation is generated in the core region
of the jet. As will be discussed later, there is also
strong evidence that the dominant part of fine-scale
turbulence noise is generated in the core region of the
jet where similarity prevails. The above facts and
reasonings strongly suggest that the noise spectra of
the two independent turbulent mixing noise compo-
nents should also exhibit similarity. In the absence
of an intrinsic time or frequency scale, the frequency
f must be scaled by fL, the frequency at the peak
of the large turbulence structures/instability waves
noise spectrum, or fF which is the frequency at the
peak of the fine-scale turbulence noise spectrum.
The noise of a high-speed jet naturally depends
on the jet operating parameters Vj, Tr and Dj, the
ambient condition, T_, the direction of radiation, X,
and the distance of the measurement point from the
nozzle exit, r. On accounting for the contributions
of the two independent noise components, the jet
noise spectrum, S, may be expressed in the following
similarity form,
where F(_) and G(_) are the similarity spectra
of the large turbulence structures/instability waves
noise and the fine-scale turbulence noise. These
spectrum functions are normalized such that F(1) =
G(1) = 1. In (1), A and B are the amplitudes of
the independent spectra; they have the same dimen-
sions as S. The amplitudes A and B and the peak
frequencies fL and _r are functions of the jet oper-
•
atmg parameters, a_ and _ and inlet angle X-
In decibel form, (1) may be rewritten as,
10log Pr-_ef =101°g _ Pref
- 201°g ('_i)
(2)
where Pref is the reference pressure (2 × 20-5_--_N )
of the decibel scale• In the downstream directions,
where the large turbulence structures/instability
waves noise dominates, (2) simplifies to,
10log _-V- = 10log + 101ogF
Pref
- 20 log .
(3)
Similarly, in the upstream directions, where the fine-
scale turbulence noise dominates, (2) simplifies to,
10log _-'T'- = 10log _-5--- + 101ogG
Pref Pref
(4)
It is worthwhile to point out, if, indeed, (2) is valid,
then the two similarity spectrum functions F(/-/-_-L)
and. G( ,-]--)rehave to be applicable to noise" from an ax-
lsymmetricjet radiated in any direction X regardless
of the jet Math number Mj and the jet to ambient
temperature ratio rT--_.
In the present investigation, the two similarity
spectrum functions were initially determined empiri-
cally using a selected set of experimental data. Once
found, they were checked by comparing with the en-
tire data-bank at our disposal (1,900 spectra in all).
Theyfittedall themeasuredspectraovertheentire
rangeofMachnumberandtemperatureratioofthe
NASALangleydata.
Figure2 showsthe shapeof the empirically
determinedspectrumfunctionsin dB scaleversus
log(/p--_,,k) wherefp,,k = fL for the large turbulence
structures/instability waves noise and fp,,k = fF for
lo -J---
the fine-scale turbulence noise. (Note: In a g(fp,a )
plot, the graph of 10 log F should fit the entire mea-
sured spectrum, if it is dominated by the large tur-
bulence structure/instability waves noise, when the
peak of the graph is put on top of the peak of the
measured spectrum. The same is true for the fine-
scale turbulence noise.) The two spectrum shapes
are distinctly different. The 10 log F function has a
relatively sharp peak and drops off linearly as shown•
The 101ogG function, on the other hand, consists
of a very broad peak and rolls off extremely grad-
ually. For future reference and for convenience of
application we have fitted these functions by simple
piecewise continuous analytic functions. The ana-
lytic forms of these spectrum functions are:
[1.0,,1, - ,5.299,01o, (_)
+ 21.40972(1og (_'L))2]
a01ogF = -1o, (_); 2.5 > _'L ->1
(dB)
-16.91175 (log (/J-_L))' ; 1 >_ _ -->0.5
(s)
 8.1,7 9,o,(+); + ->
-11.8-- [27.2523
+0.80918631og(5)
[lo, ]
- [8.1476823
+3.65231771o, (_)]
lo_> ->,o
10log G =
(as) [-1.0550362
+4.9,4046,o, ]
•[1o,(+)]'; ,o->+ ->o.1 
--3.5 + [11.874876
2O
+2.1202444 log ( 3"_L_)
_0t 2
+7.5211814(lo, ) ]
9.9+ 14.911261og (]_F) ;
o.15 ->_ >_0.05
0.05 ->
(6)
Figure 3 shows typically how well the spectrum
function 101ogF fits the measured data. In mak-
ing these comparisons, the maximum point of the
101ogF versus log(fJ[) graph, figure 2, is placed so
that it coincides with the peak of the measured spec-
trum. In these examples, the jet Mach numbers are
1.5 and 2.0. The jet to ambient temperature ratio
increases from 1.11 to 4.89. The direction of radi-
ation, X, varies from 138deg to 160.1deg. As can
be seen, there is good agreement in all the cases.
At very high frequencies, the agreement is less good
in some cases. At this time, it is not clear what is
the cause of this discrepancy. Figure 4 illustrates
typical comparisons between the spectrum function
10 log G and measured data for perfectly expanded
supersonic jets at Mj = 1.5 and 2.0 in directions
for which the noise from fine-scale turbulence domi-
nates. The jet to ambient temperature ratio covers
the range of 0.98 to 4.89. The inlet angle X, varies
from 83.3deg to 120.2deg. Clearly, there is good
agreement over the entire measured frequency range.
For angular directions neither too far upstream
nor downstream both mixing noise components are
important. In these cases, equation (2) must be
used. Figure 5 shows examples of how the two noise
spectra can be added together to reproduce the mea-
sured spectra. To obtain a good fit to the data, the
amplitude functions A and B as well as the peak fre-
quencies fL and fF are adjusted in each case. The
separate contributions from each of the two noise
components are shown in the figure•
We would like to note one important fact
pointed out by figures 3, 4 and 5 is, both the
large turbulence structures/instability waves noise
and the fine-scale turbulence noise make significant
contributions to the total noise of the jet over al-
most identical frequency range• That is, in terms
of the total noise of the jet, both noise compo-
nents are important over nearly all frequencies. This
seems to contradict directly the traditional belief
that large-scale turbulence generates mainly low fre-
quency noise whereas high frequency noise comes
primarily from fine-scale turbulence•
3. Characteristics and Relative Importance
of the Two Noise Components
A good deal of the effort of the present investi-
gation was spent to identify the jet operating param-
eters that would give the best correlation of the noise
data. What we found was that the data could best
• V
be collapsed by using the parameter _=.z. and T__r_
a¢_ T_ "
We had tried to use Mj, the fully expanded jet Mach
number.But ourexperiencehadbeenthat Mj was
not as effective a parameter as v__z_.We wish to men-
tion that for broadband shock associated noise, Mj
is a vital parameter for noise prediction 15-17. In the
shock noise problem, the shock strength is charac-
terized by the parameter (M_ - M_)°"/(1 + 7__ Md)_.
The intensity of the instability waves shock cell inter-
action, which generates the noise, is generally char-
acterized by M//(1 + 2=!M?)2j times the shock cell
strength. We believe that Mj is an important pa-
rameter of broadband shock noise because it is criti-
cal to the shock cells (e.g. if Mj is less than 1, there
would be no shock cells and hence no shock noise).
The noise generation mechanisms of turbulent mix-
ing noise are very different. They have nothing to
do with shock cells in the jet plume. This being the
case, the finding that Mj is not an effective corre-
lation parameter for turbulent mixing noise should
not be a surprise.
In decibel scale, the directional dependence
of the large turbulence structures/instability waves
noise amplitude turns out to be quite simple. A
typical case is given in figure 6. Here SPL is ef-
fectively 101og(A/P2ref) - 40 dB. This quantity in-
creases linearly with X until a plateau is reached
where the noise amplitude is practically constant. In
the plateau region, the noise intensity is maximum.
This maximum intensity is a function of the jet op-
erating parameters, _ and _ Figure 7 shows a
a _ T¢_ "
typical dependence of the amplitude of the fine-scale
turbulence noise, 10 log(B/P2ref)- 40 dn, on direc-
tivity. Again there is a linear increase with X. The
slope of the straightline relationship is a function of
the jet operating parameters.
To obtain an idea of how the intensity of the
large-scale turbulence structures/instability waves
noise changes with jet velocity and temperature, we
concentrate our attention on the maximum ampli-
tude region of figure 6. In all the experimental con-
ditions we have examined, X = 160° is always in this
region. We note also there is negligible contribution
of fine-scale turbulence noise in this direction. Fig-
ure 8 is a plot of 10logs versus log(_V-_) with
as a parameter at X = 160deg and _ = 100. One
obvious feature of this figure is that data correspond
to the same jet to ambient temperature ratio align
themselves along parallel straightlines. A good fit to
the entire set of data is (in dB per 1 Hz band)
( A ) 46 (VJ'_ n (7)10 log -g--- = 75 + r__ 0-------_+ 10 log
Pref (T_) " \ac_ ]
where
"U
n = 10.06 - 0.495_-_-. (8)
The exponent n is usually referred to as velocity ex-
ponent in jet noise literature. This velocity expo-
nent is weakly dependent on jet temperature. For
cold jets, n is approximately equal to 9.5 which is
significantly larger than 3, a value believed by some
to be appropriate for the overall sound pressure level
of supersonic jets. On comparing with the so-called
Vjs law, a result of the traditional Acoustic Analogy
Theory, the exponent is still quite large. The main
effect of temperature is given by the second term
on the right side of equation (7). If the jet velocity
is kept fixed, the peak noise level of the large tur-
bulence structures/instability waves noise is less for
hotter jets. As a point of reference, it is worthwhile
to note that a jet with a temperature ratio of 2 is
about 8.6 dB quieter than a cold jet in the direction
of maximum noise intensity.
To assess the effect of jet operating conditions
on the fine-scale turbulence noise, we concentrate
on the noise radiated at X = 90deg. In this direc-
tion, there is practically no large turbulence struc-
tures/instability waves noise. Figure 9 shows a plot
of 10logs versus log(_Y-_) with _ as a parameter
I-
at _ = 100. Again the data corresponding to dif-
ferent jet temperature ratio can be adequately ap-
proximated by straightlines. A good fit to the data
is (in dB per 1 Hz band),
where
10log _ - 83.2+ ,T-,0.6-----------_+ 10logPref
(9)
1.2
n : 6.4 + ( T.T_r..]I.4. (10)
kT,:_ )'
According to (10) the velocity exponent is equal to
7.6 for cold jets. This is very close to the well-known
subsonic jet value of 8. However, the jet temperature
exerts a fairly strong effect. At a jet temperature ra-
tio of 2, the value of n drops to 6.85. Because the
second term on the right side of equation (9) is not
as sensitive to jet temperature, overall the noise level
is not as greatly reduced by increase in jet tempera-
ture (at a fixed velocity). For reference purpose, we
note that there is an approximately 6.7 dB noise re-
duction between a jet at temperature ratio of 2 and
that of a cold jet at a fixed jet velocity.
In analyzing the dependence of the peak
frequency, fz, of the large turbulence struc-
tures/instability waves noise on jet operating con-
ditionsat themaximumamplitudedirection,weno-
ticeda somewhatcuriousphenomenon.Figure10
showsthevariationof themeasuredpeakStrouhal
numberbasedonambientsoundspeed,fLDa'_, with
at X = 160 deg. As the jet velocity decreases to-
aoo
ward _ = 1 this peak Strouhal number, instead of
fle_
increasing, appears to level off and reach an asymp-
tote of 0.19. The asymptote value is not sensitive to
the jet temperature. Currently we do not know why
the peak Strouhal number in the transonic range
should be more or less constant at 0.19. We wish to
point this out for it seems to be related to a similar
phenomenon observed by Ahuja is in subsonic jets.
A point that is of interest to us is the relative
dominance of the two noise components with respect
to the direction of radiation and jet operating pa-
rameters. To assign relative dominance without ex-
cessive data analysis, we simply compare the peak
amplitudes A and B. Experimentally, the data avail-
able to us is not fine enough to establish a sharp de-
marcation line in the jet operating parameter space
to delineate the region of dominance of each noise
component. The best we can do is to give a some-
what broad transition region. It must be reminded
that, near the transition boundary, both noise com-
ponents are of equal importance. A firm statement
of dominance can only be made away from the tran-
sition boundary. Figure 11 is a plot of the transi-
tion boundary at different jet to ambient tempera-
. . I//
ture raho m the _ versus X plane. Large turbu-
lence structures/instability waves noise is dominant
in the lower right-hand corner of the figure. Fine-
scale turbulence noise is dominant in the upper left-
hand corner. With increase in jet temperature, the
transition boundary moves up and to the left. What
this means is that at a fixed jet velocity, large tur-
bulence structures/instability waves noise is domi-
nant over a larger angular sector for hot jets. On
the other hand, at a fixed jet temperature ratio (e.g.
cold jets) increase in jet velocity (or Mach number)
tends to increase the angular sector of dominance of
the fine-scale turbulence noise.
4. Imperfectly Expanded Jets
Supersonic jets from convergent-divergent noz-
zles are often operated at off-design conditions. Un-
der this circumstance, a shock cell structure devel-
ops inside the jet plume. Of importance is whether
the presence of the shock cell structure would affect
the turbulent mixing noise of the jet when compared
with an equivalent fully-expanded jet. Kim, Kresja
and Khavaran 19 recently compared the noise of a
perfectly expanded jet from a C-D nozzle and that
of an underexpanded jet from a convergent nozzle
at a pressure ratio of 3.3. They provided evidence
that the turbulent mixing noise spectra at several
selected angles were nearly identical. Thus the pres-
ence of a shock cell structure does not materially
affect the turbulent mixing noise.
In this investigation, we carried out a thorough
comparison between the noise spectra of underex-
panded, perfectly expanded and overexpanded jets
at Mach number 1.37, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0 and jet tem-
perature ratio of 1.0 to 2.26. The purpose is to find
out what are the effects of the presence of a shock
cell structure in the jet flow on each of the two com-
ponents of turbulent mixing noise. It is well-known
that in the presence of a quasi-periodic shock cell
structure, supersonic jets radiate an additional noise
component with discrete frequency called screech
tones 3. Screech tones are generated by a feedback
loop. When the tone intensity is low, it has been
found experimentally that the feedback loop does
not significantly affect the jet flow such as the jet
spreading rate and the jet core length. As a re-
sult, both the large turbulence structures/instability
waves noise and the fine-scale turbulence noise are
nearly unaffected. Figure 12 compares the fine-scale
turbulence noise from a perfectly expanded and an
underexpanded jet at Mj = 1.49 and _ = 2.25 at
X = 90 deg. If the broadband shock associated noise
of the underexpanded jet is ignored, there is good
agreement between the two measured noise spectra.
Both spectra, in turn, fit the similarity spectrum
well. Figure 13 compares the noise spectra of the
same two jets at X = 138 deg. In this direction, the
noise is dominated by the large turbulence struc-
tures/instability waves noise. As can be seen there is
good agreement between the measured data and the
similarity noise spectrum. Figure 14 provides exam-
ples of typical comparison between the noise spectra
of fine-scale turbulence from overexpanded and un-
derexpanded jets at X = 90 deg. The lower figure is
for Mj = 1.37 at a jet temperature ratio of around
1.8. The top figure is for Mj = 1.8 at _ = 2.2.
Evidently, there is good agreement between the fine-
scale turbulence noise spectra of these jets. Both
spectra appear to fit the similarity spectrum well.
Figure 15 shows similar comparisons for the large
turbulence structures/instability waves noise of the
same jets at X = 139.4deg. Again there are good
agreements between the measured noise spectrum
and the empirical spectrum of equation (5). Figure
16 shows typical comparisons of the noise spectra of
underexpanded and overexpanded jets at intermedi-
ateangleof radiation(X = 112.6deg)whereboth
noisecomponentscontributeto thetotal turbulent
mixingnoise.Overall,theagreementbetweenthe
two measuredspectraandthecombinedempirical
similarityspectrumisgood.
Undercertainjet operatingconditions,the
screechtonesof animperfectlyexpandedjet canbe
veryintense.Whenthishappens,thejet flowisdras-
tically changedandtheturbulencelevelis greatly
increased.Onewould,therefore,xpectanenhance-
mentof theradiatednoise.Figure17providesex-
perimentalevidenceof broadbandamplificationof
fine-scaleturbulencenoisebystrongscreech.Curve
(a) is thenoisespectrumofaperfectlyexpandedjet
at Mj = 1.49, _ = 1.0 and X = ll2.6deg. The
spectrum fits the similarity spectrum shape fairly
well. Curve (b) shows the spectrum of a nearly iden-
tical underexpanded jet undergoing strong screech-
ing. The spectrum is similar in shape to that of
the perfectly expanded jet except that it is about
3 dB higher across all frequencies of the spectrum.
This phenomenon does not seem to have been ob-
served before. It is, however, very similar to the so-
called "broadband noise amplification" phenomenon
observed in subsonic jets '°-2"_. In the subsonic jet
case, the jet noise spectrum is enhanced by 3-4 dB
across nearly the entire frequency range of measure-
meat when the jet is excited internally or externally
by a pure tone. A nonlinear integral model which
has proven to be able to provide fairly accurate pre-
diction of the enhanced pressure fluctuation in the
jet flow is available "_3. However, the precise process
which helps to maintain the shape of the radiated
noise spectrum of the excited jet remains unknown.
The effect of strong screech on the large tur-
bulence structures/instability waves noise of a su-
personic jet is illustrated in figure 18. Curves (a)
and (b) are measurements from the same jets as fig-
ure 17 but at an inlet angle of 139.4deg. In this
direction the large turbulence structures/instability
waves noise is dominant. Again, there is broadband
amplification of the radiated noise by about 3 dB.
Presently, we have no explanation of the physical
processes involved.
It is known 3 that strong screech tones are gen-
erated in the region between the third and fourth
shock cells of the jet by intense interaction between
the instability waves of the jet flow and the shock cell
structure. This process naturally leads to enhanced
production of fine-scale turbulence and hence noise.
We believe that jet noise and turbulence are gen-
erated simultaneously. Noise from decaying turbu-
lence is relatively unimportant. From this point of
view, the dominant source of fine-scale turbulence
noise must be located in the core region of the jet
centered around the fourth shock cell.
5. Turbulent Mixing Noise from
Subsonic Jets
Our data correlation effort has indicated to us
that Mj, the fully expanded jet Mach number, is
not a useful parameter for characterizing turbulent
mixing noise. But if Mj is unimportant, then our
finding that turbulent mixing noise consists of two
distinct components should be true regardless of Mj.
In other words, it must be valid for supersonic jets
(M 1 > 1) as well as subsonic jets (Mj < 1). How-
ever, one might argue that the difference between
subsonic and supersonic jets is not so much in Mj
being less than or greater than 1, but in the effect
of compressibility. There is a general belief that
compressibility effects are more important in super-
sonic jets than subsonic jets and that this might
have significant impact on the noise generation pro-
cesses. Recently, experimental measurements by Pa-
pamoschou and Roshko _4, Bogdanot_ _ and others
demonstrated conclusively that compressibility ef-
fects are not related to M 1 but to the convective
Mach number Me. Compressibility effects become
important in turbulent mixing only when Mc is near
or larger than 1. For static jets, up to moderate
supersonic Mach number, Me is small. Therefore,
there is no reason to believe there should be a dras-
tic change in the turbulent mixing noise generation
mechanism between subsonic and supersonic jets.
If indeed, turbulent mixing noise of sub-
sonic jets is made up of two components, one of
which is noise from the large turbulence struc-
tures/instability waves, one would like to know
how Mach wave radiation can be accomplished in
such low speed jets. In the original discussion on
Mach wave radiation, Tam and Burton 4 emphasized
the importance of the spatial growth and decay of
the instability wave amplitude on noise radiation.
They noted that a subsonic wave of constant am-
plitude would not generate sound in a compressible
medium. Such a wave has a discrete wavenumber
spectrum. However, for a fixed-frequency instabil-
ity wave whose amplitude undergoes growth and de-
cay spatially, its wavenumber spectrum is no longer
discrete. Instead, it is broadband. Some of these
broadband wave components, especially those with
small wavenumbers, would actually be moving with
supersonic phase velocities. These supersonic phase
velocitydisturbances,bythewavy-wallanalogy,will
immediatelyeadto Machwaveradiation.Asthejet
speedbecomesmoreandmoresubsonic,thefraction
of thewavenumberspectrumwhichhassupersonic
phasevelocitybecomessmallerandclustersaround
the sonicwavenumber.The Machwaveswould,
therefore,beradiatedonlyindirectionsclosed"tothe
jet axis.Thebroadeningof thewavenumberspec-
trumbythegrowthanddecayoftheinstabilitywave
amplitudeismosteffectiveif thegrowthisrapidfol-
lowedbyanequallyrapiddecay.It isknownfrom
jet instabilitywavecalculationsthatthegrowthand
decayratesof instabilitywavesin subsonicjetsare
muchhigherthanthoseofsupersonicjets. Because
of this,it is,therefore,possiblefor largeturbulence
structures/instabilitywavesto produceMachwave
radiationevenwhenthejet Machnumberislowsub-
sonic.
It is well documentedexperimentally_1and
theoretically27sincethe 1960'sthat soundrefrac-
tion by the meanflowof a subsonicjet createsa
coneof silencefor the fine-scaleturbulencenoise
aroundthedirectionof thejet flow. On theother
hand,aspointedout above,thisis theprincipledi-
rectionof Machwaveradiationbythelargeturbu-
lencestructures/instabilitywaves.Thusthenoise
spectrumandcharacteristicsinsidethe coneof si-
lenceofthefine-scaleturbulencenoiseofasubsonic
jet shouldbe thoseassociatedwith Machwavera-
diationalone.Theywould,therefore,bedistinctly
differentfromnoiseradiatedat anglesoutsidethe
coneof silence.Theexperimentalmeasurementsof
Lush2sandAhujais provethat this is,indeed,the
case.Insidetheconeofsilence,theirmeasurednoise
intensityis not only not small;it is the highest.
Moreover,thespectrumshapeis distinctlydifferent
fromthosein directionsatlargerexhaustangles.
Toprovideconcretexperimentalevidencethat
turbulencemixingnoisefromsubsonicjets,just as
their supersonicounterparts,consistsof twodis-
tinctcomponents,weconvertedallthedataofAhuja
whichwasmeasuredin one-thirdoctavebandinto
narrowbanddatascaledtoadistanceof 100D/.Ad-
mittedly,thereisa lossof accuracyin thisprocess.
But theconvertedataallowsusto makequanti-
tativecomparisonswith thesimilaritynoisespectra
andwithoursupersonicjet noisedata.
Figure19showsthenarrowbandnoisespec-
trum(indBper1Hzband)ofa Mach0.98jetmea-
suredbyAhuja at T_T-T-== 1.0 and ,'( = 160 deg (inside
the cone of silence). The smooth curve in this fig-
ure is the similarity spectrum 10 log F of figure 2 or
equation (5) with amplitude A and peak frequency
fL adjusted so that the peaks of the two spectra co-
incide. It is evident that the curve is an excellent fit
to the data providing irrefutable evidence that this
is, in fact, the noise from the large turbulence struc-
tures/instability waves of the subsonic jet. Figure 10
shows the corresponding measured noise spectrum
at X = 90deg. In this direction, the noise is from
the fine-scale turbulence. Here the smooth curve is
the similarity noise spectrum of 101ogG (equation
(6)) of the fine-scale turbulence. The agreement be-
tween the data and the similarity noise spectrum
is very good giving strong support to our contention
that the second component of turbulent mixing noise
from subsonic jets is, as in the case of supersonic jets,
fine-scale turbulence noise.
To provide further evidence that the turbulent
mixing noise generation mechanisms are the same
regardless of jet Mach number, i.e., whether it is
subsonic or supersonic, we plot the measured value
of the peak noise intensity, 101og(.A-¢---) in dB per 1
rre f
Hz band at X = 160 deg of the data of Ahuja in fig-
ure 8. They are the data point with _ < 1. It
is clear that the subsonic jet noise data _alls on the
same straightline as the supersonic jet noise data.
This proves that there is no change in the Mach
wave noise generation mechanism even when the jet
is subsonic. We have also plotted the measured val-
ues of 10 iog(p--_B ) in dB per 1 Hz band at X = 90 deg
from the data of Ahuja in figure 9. They form the
natural straightline extension of our supersonic jet
noise data. Thus empirical noise intensity formulas
(7) and (9), developed for supersonic jets, are also
valid for subsonic jets.
It was noticed by Ahuja Is that for noise radi-
ated in the direction X = 160 deg the frequency at
the peak of the spectrum, fL, remained the same
independent of the jet Mach number. He found that
fL _'_ = 0.2. This is the black line shown in fig-
ure 10. It matches well the value of the asymptote
of our supersonic jet noise data. The slight differ-
ence in the two values is due mainly to that Ahuja
picked his value of .fL from one-third octave band
spectra and hence would be higher than our narrow
band value. The fact that there is such good agree-
ment between the subsonic and supersonic jet data
leaves very little room for doubt that large turbu-
lence structures/instability waves noise is, indeed, a
component of subsonic jet noise.
Since the beginning of jet noise research in the
early fifties, the Acoustic Analogy Theory 29-31
hasmaintainedthat subsonicjet noiseis generated
by quadrupoles.Physically,it is not clearwhat
quadrupolesarein turbulentflows.Theyarequan-
titiesforeignto themainstreamturbulenceresearch
community.With quadrupolesas theonly noise
source,the theoryimpliesthat thereis onecom-
ponentof turbulentmixingnoise.Theevidehcewe
havepresentedareclearlyat oddswith thisclassi-
cal theory.Webelievethat theAcousticAnalogy
Theory,havingfailedto predictmanyofthesalient
jet noisecharacteristics,i notagoodstartingpoint
forjet noise prediction. A new theory based on two
distinct noise components and improved turbulence
physics is badly needed.
6. Nonaxisymmetric Jets
As a part of the present investigation, a pi-
lot study of the noise from nonaxisymmetric super-
sonic jets was carried out. The sole purpose was
to make a preliminary assessment if there are ba-
sic differences in the noise generation mechanisms
between these jets and axisymmetric jets. The pi-
lot study was confined to rectangular and elliptic
jets alone. Data for rectangular jets was measured
using a 2-D convergent-divergent nozzle of aspect
ratio 7.6, design Mach number 2.0 and exit di-
mensions 1.355 cm × 10.243 cm. The elliptic noz-
zle had an aspect ratio of 3, design Mach number
1.98 and exit dimensions 6.096 cm (major axis) x
1.016 cm (minor axis).
Figure 21 shows comparisons between measured
noise spectra and the similarity spectrum 10 log F of
figure 2 or equation (5) for both the rectangular and
elliptic jets at X = 130 deg. The sample data include
jets operated at design and off-design conditions.
The jet to ambient temperature ratio varies from
1.8 to 2.26. ¢ is the azimuthal angle between the
measurement plane and the reference plane which is
the symmetric plane passing through the minor axis
of the nozzle. All the spectra in the figure fit the
similarity spectrum well. This indicates that large
turbulence structures/instability waves noise is also
a major noise component of these two types of jets.
Figure 22 shows comparisons between the mea-
sured noise spectra and the similarity spectrum
10 logG of figure 2 or equation (6). The data in this
figure were measured at )_ = 89, 95 and 108deg in
the major or the minor axis plane. At these angular
directions, the fine-scale turbulence noise is domi-
nant. As can be readily seen there is good agreement
between all the measured spectra and the similarity
spectrum. This assures us that the fine-scale turbu-
lence noise generation mechanism of these jets is the
same as axisymmetric jets.
-We would like to emphasize here that our pilot
study is only preliminary in nature. It is definitely
not comprehensive. For nonaxisymmetric jets, sug-
gestions have been made recently of the possible ex-
istence of longitudinal vortices in the jet plume. It
was speculated that these longitudinal vortices could
exert significant modifications to the jet flow and ra-
diated noise. So far, we have, however, not found
any evidence that the noise generation mechanisms
of these jets are not the same as those of the ax-
isymmetric jets. But in the absence of a compre-
hensive study, we cannot rule out such possibilities
at this time. Also, there are non-simple nonaxisym-
metric jets such as those from lobed nozzles. Their
noise characteristics and noise generation mecha-
nisms could conceivably be very different from what
we have found in this investigation.
7. Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have presented extensive ex-
perimental evidence showing that turbulent mixing
noise from both supersonic and subsonic jets is com-
posed of two components. One component is the
noise of the large turbulence structures/instability
waves of the jet flow. The other is the noise of
the fine-scale turbulence. The similarity spectra for
both noise components are found empirically. These
spectra, however, have rather universal applicabil-
ity. They fit all our axisymmetric supersonic jet data
and the subsonic jet data of Ahuja regardless of the
jet Mach number, the jet temperature ratio, the di-
rection of radiation and whether the jet is perfectly
or imperfectly expanded. Furthermore, they also fit
the rectangular and elliptic supersonic jet noise data
that we have processed.
For supersonic jets undergoing strong screech-
ing, a broadband noise amplification phenomenon
is identified. For such jets, there is an increase in
the noise intensity of both turbulent mixing noise
components across the entire jet noise spectrum.
The underlying physical processes responsible for
the phenomenon, however, remain unknown.
Over the last forty years, the Acoustic Analogy
Theory advocates that subsonic jet noise is gener-
ated by moving quadrupoles. Our present finding
does not support this theory. Experimental evidence
clearly shows, just like supersonic jets, turbulent
mixing noise of subsonic jets consists of two distinct
components; the fine-scale turbulence noise and the
large turbulence structures/instability waves noise.
Further,jet Machnumberisnotaneffectivecorre-
lationparameterofjet turbulentmixingnoise.As
farasthisjet noisecomponentisconcerned,Mj = 1
has no real significance.
The noise of a jet is generated by the turbu-
lence of the jet flow. The fact that there are two
distinct noise components implies that there must
be two distinct types of turbulent motion in the jet
flow. Since the frequencies of the two noise com-
ponents overlap, the two types of turbulent motion
must have overlapping frequencies. With the fre-
quencies the same, the only possibility is that the
spatial scales of the two types of turbulent motion
of the jet flow are different. That is, the turbulence
of the jet consists of very large scale turbulent mo-
tion and very fine-scale motion with little energy for
the scales in between. This, in turn, suggests that
there is no continuous cascading of the large-scale
turbulence structures into smaller and smaller scale
turbulence until the fine-scale turbulence is reached.
The continuous cascading scenario is ruled out for
otherwise there would be a considerable amount of
turbulence belonging to the intermediate scales. It
appears, therefore, the large turbulence structures
extract energy from the mean flow as they grow and
give up their energy back to the mean flow as they
decay. This is exactly the behavior of instability
waves. Thus large turbulence structures and insta-
bility waves are effectively one and the same entity
in turbulent jet flows.
Table 1. Dimensions and Characteristics of the
Jet Nozzles Used in the NASALangley Experiments
Mg D (cm)
1.0 3.952
11.5 4.267 CD °
2.0 4.989 CD
2.0 9.144 CD
_convergent, ° =conver
Nozzle type range of 31i range of
C t 1.37 to 1.8 1.0 to 2.24
1.37 to 1.8 1.0 to 2.35
1.5 to 2.24 1.0 to 2.26
2.0 1.12 to 4.9
ent-dJvergent
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Figure 1. Measured s noise directivities at selected Strouhal num-
bers of a Mach 2 jet at a total temperature of 500 K (St = .fD/U i)
O St--0.067; O St=0.12; A St=0.20; O St=0.40.
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Figure 2. Similarity spectra for the two components of turbulent
mixing noise. -- large turbulence structures/ instability
waves noise: -- - -- fine scale turbulence no_s_.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the similarity spectrum of large turbu-
lence structures/instability waves noise and measurements.
(a) M i = 2.0, Z/Too = 4.89, X = 160-1°, SeLm,= = 124.7 dB,
(b) M_ = 2.0, Tr/Too = 1.12, X = 160-1°, SPLmax = 121.6 dB,
(c) M) = 1.96, Tr/Too = 1.78, X = 138.6°, SPLm,x = 121.0 dB,
(d) Mj = 1.49, T,/Too = 1.11, X = 138"6°, SPLrau = 106.5 dB.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the similarity spectrum of fine scale
turbulence and measurements.
(a) M/= 1.49, Z/Toe = 2.35, X = 92.9°, SPLmax = 96 dB,
(b) M/= 2.0, Tr/Too = 4.89, X = 83.8°, SPLmu = 107 dB,
(c) Mj = 1.96, Tt/Too = 0.99, X = 83-3°, ..qPI.,max = 95 dB,
(d) Mj = 1.96, Tr/Too = 0.98, X = 120.2°, SPI-,m= = 100 dB.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the sum of the similarity spectra of
both large and fine scale turbulence noise and measurements at
intermediate direction of radiation. -- - -- large turbulence
structures noise; ..... fine scale turbulence noise; ---
- total.
(a) M# = 1.49, T,./Too = 2.25, X = 112.6°, SPLmax = 101.5 dB,
(b) /14"#= 1.49, T,/Too = 1.33, X = 126.9°, SPLm_ = 100.5 dB,
(c) M i = 1.96, Z/Too = 1.79, x = 120.2 °, SPLInt, = 107.0 dB,
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Figure 6. Variation of the peak amplitude of the noise spectrum
of large turbulence structures/instability waves with direction of
radiation. M/ = 1.8, Z/Too = 1.0
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Figure 7. Variation of the peak amplitude of the noise spectrum
of fine scale turbulence with direction of radiation. Mj = 2.24,
T_/Too= 1.0
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Figure 8. Variation of the peak amplitude of the noise spectrum
of large turbulence structures/instability waves at X = 160 ° with
jet velocity and temperature ratios.
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Figure 9. Variation of the peak amplitude of the noise spectrum
of fine scale turbulence at X = 90° with jet velocity and temperat
ure ratios.
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Figure I1. Diagram showing the region of dominance of the two
turbulent mixing noise components in the parameter space of inlet
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Figure 12. Comparison of the fine scale turbulence noise spectrum
from a perfectly expanded and an underexpanded jet at T¢/To_ =
2.25. (a) Mj =M_-- 1.49, X =90°, (b) A/_ = 1.49, M_ = 1.0,
X = 90°
Figure 10. Variation of the Strouhal number at the spectrum
peak of the large turbulence structure/instabillty waves noise at
X -- 160° with jet ve]ocity ratio.
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Figure 13, Comparison of the large turbulence structure/instability
waves nolse spectrum from a perfectly expanded and an under-
expanded jet at Tr/T_ = 2.25. (a) Mj = Md = 1.49,
X = 137.3°,
(b) Mj = 1.49, M_ = 1.0, X = 138.60.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the noise spectra of fine scale turbulence
noise from overexpanded and underexpanded jets at X = 90.0%
(a) Mj = 1.37, M_ = 1.5, Tr/Too = 1.81, SPLm,x = 98 dB,
(b) Mj = 1.37, Md = 1.0, T¢/Too = 1.87, SPLra_ = 104 dB,
(c) Mi=I.8, M_=2.0, T,/T==2.26, SPLm_=106 dB,
(d) Mj = 1.8, Md = 1.5, Tr/Too = 2.22, SPLm_ = lll dB.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the noise sperm of large turbu-
lence structures/instability waves from overexpanded and under-
expanded jets at X = 139.4°.
(a) Mj = 1.37, M_ = 1.0, Tr/Too = 1.81, SPLm_ = 114 dS,
(b) M 1 = 1.37, Md = 1.5, Tr/T,== = 1.87, SPLm= = 112 dB,
(c) Mj = 1.8, Md = 2.0, Tr[T= = 2.26, SPLm= = 120 dB,
(d) Mj = 1.8, M_ = 1.5, T,/Too = 2.22, SPLm_ = 121 dB.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the combined spectrum of large and
fine scale turbulence noise from an overexpanded and an under-
expanded jet at intermediate angle of radiation. -- - -- large
turbulence structures noise; ..... fine scale turbulence noise;
--total Tr/T¢o = 1.8, X = 112-6°, (a) g 1 = 1.37, gd = 1.5,
(b) Mj = 1.37, Ma = 1.0.
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Figure 17. Experimental evidence of broadband amplification Figure 19. Comparison of the similarity spectrum of large tut-
or fine scale turbulence noise in the presence of strong screech, bulence structures/instability waves noise _nd subsonic jet noise
T,/T_ = 1.0, X = 112-6°, (a) Mj = M_ = 1.49, (b) M i = 1.49, measurement of Ahuja 18.
M_ = 1.0. M i = 0.98, X = 160°, Z/Too = 1.0.
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Figure 18. Experimental evidence of broadband amplification of Figure 20. Comparison of the similarity spectrum of fine scale
large turbulence structures/instability waves noise in the presence turbulence noise and subsonic jet noise measurement of Ahuja is.
of strong screech. Tt/Too = 1.0, X = 139.4°, (a) Mj = Ma = 1.49, Mj = 0.98, X = 90°, rt/roo = 1.0.
(b) M, = 1.49, Ma = 1.0.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the similarityspectrum of large turbu-
lencestructures/instabilitywaves noise and non-axisymmetric jet
data.
(a) elliptic jet (a.spec ratio 3) M1 = M_ = 2.0,
Tr/Too = 1,80,X = 130°, _ = 90°,SPLmax = 107 dB,
(b) elliptic jet (aspec ratio 3) Mj = Ma = 2.0,
T,/Too = 2.27, x = 130°, _ = 0°,SPLma= = 106 dB,
(c) rectangular jet (a/r 7.6) Mj = Ma = 2.0,
Tr/Too = 2.26, x = 130°, _b = O°,SPLm=x = 106 dB,
(d) rectangular jet (a/r 7.6) Mj = M,t = 2.0,
T,/Too = 2.28, X = 130°, _ = 90°,SPLm_ ', = 105 dB.
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Figure 22. Comparison of the similarity spectrum of fine scale
turbulence noise and non-axisymmetric jet data. (a) elliptic jet
(aspec ratio 3) M# = Ma = 2.0,
Tr/To= = 1.80, X = 108°, _ = O°,SPI.'m= = 96 dB,
(b) ellipticjet (aspec ratio3) M# --M, = 2.0,
T,/Too = 2.27, X = 89°, _ = 90°,$PLm*x = 105 dB,
(c) rectangular jet (a/r 7.6) M# = Md = 2.0,
Tr/Too = 2.26, X = 95°, ¢ = O°,SPLm_ = 99 dB,
(d) rectangular jet (a/r 7.6) Mj = hfa = 2.0,
T,/Too = 1.oo, X = 89°, @ = 90°,SPLm_ = 99 dB.
